The Sinan Pasha Mosque
The Sinan Pasha Mosque was built in 1615 by Sofu Sinan Pasha, bey of Budim. The mosque
overlooks the main street of Prizren and is a dominant feature in the town’s skyline. The construction
of the mosque started in 1600 and it was built with the initiative of Sofu Sinan Pasha, a former
beylerbey and kaymakam in Bosnia. It is widely considered that the stones used to build the mosque
were taken from nearby Saint Archangels Monastery, a Serbian Orthodox Monastery founded by
Serbian Emperor Stefan Dušan. In fact, parts of the former monastery can be seen in the mosque.
The monastery, which was abandoned after the arrival of the Ottomans in the 16th century, had
fallen to ruins by the 17th century. Hasan Kaleshi, an Albanian historian, sustained in 1972 that Sofi
Sinan Pasha couldn’t have possibly ordered any monastery destruction as this was impossible
without a Sultan decree, rather, he ordered the use of the spare stones to a better deed as ordered
by the Sultan.
The mosque covers roughly 14 m (46 ft) by 14 m (46 ft) and is square in shape. It has one large dome
and another smaller half-dome that covers the mihrab, which is painted and has a stalactite hood. The
walls and dome inside Sinan Pasha Mosque were painted in the 19th century, mostly of floral patterns
and Quran verses. The minbar is painted with floral motives. Both the large dome and the half-dome
of the mosque are covered with lead. The stone flooring of the mosque and the carpentry are original.
The Mosque can be visited as part of the Old Trade Trail
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